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       Today, with computer-generated visual effects, everything is possible.
So we've seen everything. If it can be imagined, it can be put on
screen. 
~Gabriel Campisi

Screenwriting and making movies is really playing make-believe like
most of us did as children. 
~Gabriel Campisi

For as long as I can remember, I've always had a wild imagination and
always enjoyed reading and writing. 
~Gabriel Campisi

There is truly no other business in the world like making movies. It's
unique, it's extremely demanding and difficult, but it's also the most
rewarding. 
~Gabriel Campisi

Dreams do come true. But it will involve a lot of hard work, a lot of
dedication, a lot of studying. 
~Gabriel Campisi

Get back up, shake the dust off and keep going. Keep going, because
Hollywood is set up to make you fail. 
~Gabriel Campisi

My tombstone would someday read I died keeled over at my computer
writing a screenplay or a business plan. 
~Gabriel Campisi

I've already made several friends-for-life from the latest movies I've
worked on, and I know I'll make several more in the years to come. 
~Gabriel Campisi
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Every film is a new adventure, and I always meet new cast and crew
members that blow my mind. 
~Gabriel Campisi

The original Star Wars ("A New Hope") has had the greatest impact on
me of all the films I've ever watched. It's really what sparked something
in me to want to make movies. 
~Gabriel Campisi

I spent several years in the film finance business, but I returned to what
I loved most about the industry - actual filmmaking, producing, writing
and directing. 
~Gabriel Campisi

I found my father's Super8mm film camera when I was around eight
years old and started shooting with it. I had no idea what I was doing at
the time, but that's really where my filmmaking began. 
~Gabriel Campisi

I wrote several screenplays over the years to really polish my craft and
learn from my mistakes. 
~Gabriel Campisi

You have to be willing to give it your all and sacrifice to make your
dreams come true. 
~Gabriel Campisi
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